
There is something disturbing about the constant push to

reduce inventory. It’s actually quite ironic that many who

believe that more inventory equals better customer service

are also the strongest voices to reduce inventory.

The truth is that inventory is an asset and a leverage point for

success. My first rule of inventory is that if you have it, you can

produce or sell your products. If you don’t have it, then you can’t.

The need and drive to reduce inventory stems from the

consideration of only the cost of the inventory itself. Sometimes

we include Landed Costs or Total Cost of Ownership, but in all

cases, we are led to conclude that reducing the amount of

inventory is the sole focus. It’s often the sole measure of success

for supply chains. Return on Investment, On-Time Delivery, Sales

Margin, and Days of Inventory are typical measures, and I’m listing

the Inventory metric as one very specific to supply chain.

The first chart below depicts this graphically, whether we are

talking about individual parts or the aggregate of our total

inventory. Doesn’t matter if we are talking purchase price,

standard cost, landed cost or total cost. See Chart A.

We have been teaching for years that the higher your inventory

level, the higher your customer service will be, but we have learned

two things. One, it’s just not true. And two, there is no inventory

level high enough that will achieve 100% on time delivery. So,

why do we continue chasing that pink unicorn? Beats me.

Let’s look at another chart (see Chart B) This one shows that there

are other costs to inventory. One cost is when we have too little

and the other cost is when we have too much. And from this

perspective, being in between too little and too much proves to be

the actual goal.
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The cost of chaos and expedites mean low inventory has a

high cost, and the cost is also high when we risk obsolescence

and the increased total cost as we hold more inventory. This

results in a goal of holding a target range of inventory.

The FLOW perspective (reduce cash to cash cycle time,

increase inventory turns, reduce our planning horizons), stops

the madness of dependency on precision in a world that is

anything but precise. The FLOW perspective leads us to

conclude that the ability to achieve customer service levels is

based on maintaining an inventory level between too much and

too little. Again, holding a target range of inventory.

By combining the two charts, what becomes clear to me is that we

have a range of inventory for each individual part, that is our target

inventory balance. It is not a single point like many charts lead us

to believe. That range intersects the bottom of the U-shape and

the growing cost line and is shown by the green column of Chart C.

To have the best possible customer service level, we need to

focus on keeping our inventory between the two vertical lines

for each individual strategic part number. If we slide to the left,

we’ll have chaos and expedite costs. We’ll also be unable to fulfill

the customer demand. If we slide to the right, we’ll have tied up our

cash in inventory, have obsolescence to contend with, and have

plenty of inventory to ship, but may not be able to find it in all the

clutter.

My earlier statement about any inventory quantity not being

enough relates to the following: Lack of inventory is not the only

reason why we might not be able to ship on time. Labor, resources,

trucks, weather, quality issues, and just general human error also

contribute to failures of on-time delivery.

The last chart is a standard and key element of the Demand Driven

methodology (DemandDrivenInstitute.com). Our efforts all

should be centered around holding a target range of inventory

for strategic positions of inventory. In other words, we need

each individual strategic part to maintain an inventory midway

between too little and too much. And, we get a warning zone as our

inventory balance moves outside of the optimal zone.The

underlying goal of Demand Driven is to focus on FLOW (not on

cost). It’s interesting that Lean, Six Sigma, and Theory of

Constraints also share a focus on FLOW.

In Chart D, we see a rising and falling (upside-down U shape) and

depicts that we want all of our parts to be within the target range

and if we fall outside (above or below) we get a warning (yellow

zone) and further outside generates an Urgent Message (red

zone).

From two different perspectives, we reach the same conclusion.

1.

2.

If we overlay charts C and D, we see an alignment between the

cost and the flow perspectives regarding our inventory goals. 

And just like that, conflict is gone.

Chart C

Chart D

If this new cost perspective and the

FLOW perspective result in the same

goals, why are we in conflict? Why in

the world are we still trying to reduce

inventory to the point of chaos?

Working collaboratively for the benefit of your

company and employees by focusing on improving

systemic flow. Ask about an assessment, a discovery

session, or a consultation.
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